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Condor Expert software

Software
Compatible with all Windows versions, including XP, Vista and 7
Separate production and engineering user interfaces
Each user interface fully customizable through settings
Runtime localization in multiple languages
Full 3D automatic testing
Built-in support for Windows compatible CCD-cameras
Central database for storing the test results
Powerful module to search in the database
Detailed visual measurement results and statistical information
Complete SPC package included in the software
Easy export data in various formats
Customized reports possible
Reports printed through Windows and generated as PDF
Free software updates available

Condor Expert and EZ user interface

Condor EZ Software - change sensors by clicking the icon
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A great strength of the established Condor Expert software is that it is completely open, allowing
you to easily customize it for the widest range of tests. For more standard applications the
Condor EZ software features onboard graphics and intelligent wizards, providing intuitive
operator control. It ensures complete documentation of the test protocol, provides preset
configurations and simple, intuitive operator screens, making it ideal for the production
environment. The more capable and flexible options are still there should you need them, but
they can be hidden for day to day use.

Condor EZ Software

Central database with SPC
The Condor software provides sophisticated SPC software. It has multiple user definable tables
that can be used as SPC grouping levels for storing measurements. Control rules can be defined
and used for real-time monitoring of the measurement data. Furthermore it offers
comprehensive statistical information for analyzing the complete production process, including
different types of graphs that can be viewed on screen or printed in a report.

Full 3D automatic testing
A major software feature is the capability of the Condor software to provide real threedimensional automatic testing. Automatic test procedures are created and maintained through
the engineering level, while operators can start automation just by a single click. Numerous
features can be used for optimal customization to fully suit the requirements. For example: the
input of variable data of the test sample, or the automatic generation of data extraction through
print-out and/or export.

Date analysis on Condor system

Data extraction
One of the most important parts in all software that collects data like the Condor software, is the
possibility to extract measurement data in several ways. The Condor software is able to export
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data in other formats such as PDF, XML, CSV and the Windows clipboard for use in other
applications. If required, the software is made to hook-up with an existing SPC server, to provide
the measurement data through RS-232 or network format.

Specifications
Software
Condor 150-3 HF

Test & SPC
Standard

Automation
Standard

Report editor
Optional

Contact us
Did we catch your attention? Please contact us for more information or to request a
demonstration or a quotation.
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